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ABSTRACT
Providing carrier grade characteristics for Internet Protocol (IP) communication
applications is a significant problem for IP application providers in order to offer
integrated services that span IP and telecommunication networks. This thesis addresses
the provision of life-cycle management, which is only one carrier grade characteristic,
for a SoftBridge application, which is an example of IP communication applications. A
SoftBridge provides semi-synchronous multi-modal IP-based communication.
The work related to IP-Telecommunication integrated services and the SoftBridge is
analyzed with respect to life-cycle management in a literature review. It is suggested to
use an Application Server in a Next Generation Network (NGN) to provide life-cycle
management functionality for IP-Telecommunication applications. In this thesis, the
Application Server is represented by a JAIN Service Logic Execution Environment
(JSLEE), in which a SoftBridge application can be deployed, activated, deactivated,
uninstalled and upgraded online.
Two methodologies are applied in this research: exploratory prototyping, which evolves
the development of a SoftBridge application, and empirical comparison, which is
concerned with the empirical evaluation of a SoftBridge application in terms of carrier
grade capabilities.
A SoftBridge application called SIMBA provides a Deaf Telephony service similar to a
previous Deaf Telephony SoftBridge, However, SIMBA’s SoftBridge design and
implementation are unique to this thesis. In order to test the life-cycle management
ability of SIMBA, an empirical evaluation is carried out including the experiments of
life-cycle management and call-processing performance. The final experimental results
of the evaluation show that a JSLEE is able to provide life-cycle management for
SIMBA without causing a significant decrease in performance.
In conclusion, the life-cycle management can be provided for a SoftBridge application
by using an Application Server such as a JSLEE. Futhermore, the results indicate that
approach of using Application Server (JSLEE) integration should be sufficiently general
to provide life cycle management, and indeed other carrier grade capabilities, for other
IP communication applications. This allows IP communication applications to be
integrated into an NGN.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In today’s communication world, there exists the Internet Protocol (IP) network and
the telecommunication network. In the IP network, text, voice and video
communication over IP enable people to use various IP-based communication
services, such as Instant Messaging (IM), e-mail, Voice over IP (VoIP) and
multimedia conferencing. Moreover, the telecommunication networks, which include
the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), wireless networks especially
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) and Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA), provide traditional voice and data services such as telephone,
cellular phone, pager and fax.
With the convergence of the IP network and the telecommunication networks, IP
communications become integrated with traditional telecommunication services. IP
communication applications, however, are Internet-oriented and therefore not
necessarily concerned with the carrier grade characteristics such as service life-cycle
management, fault tolerance, overload balance and control. The lack of carrier grade
capabilities makes it difficult for IP communication applications to be adopted by the
telecommunication networks and to be integrated with the services of telephones or
cellular phones. Therefore, providing carrier grade characteristics for IP
communication applications is a significant issue for IP application providers that
offer integrated services that span both the IP network and the telecommunication
networks.
The SoftBridge is a research project on providing IP-based communication
applications. This thesis addresses carrier grade characteristics for IP communication
applications in terms of service life-cycle management. This is done using a
SoftBridge application as an example of IP communication applications.
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1.1 SoftBridge
The SoftBridge is the concept of providing semi-synchronous multi-modal IP-based
communication [9] [26]. It aims to bridge various end user devices, e.g. telephones,
cellular phones, handheld MobileIP devices, laptops, Personal Computers (PC) and
fax, to seamlessly communicate using various communication modalities (voice,
video, text, graphics, etc). Semi-synchronous communication allows for the
transparent handling of both synchronous and asynchronous communication. A
typical asynchronous communication service is e-mail and a typical synchronous
communication service is telephony. The SoftBridge can involve multiple types of
users: e.g. hearing people and Deaf people, multimedia, multiple languages: e.g.
English, Chinese, and multiple forms of end user equipment. The SoftBridge
applications/services are able to resolve possible changes between end users in five
layers defined in the Open User Interconnect (OUI) stack [54]. The five layers are as
follows:
a) User capabilities (e.g. user A speaks English and user B speaks Chinese)
b) Communication modalities (e.g. text and voice)
c) Human-computer interface (e.g. graphical and audio)
d) End user device capabilities (e.g. telephone and PC)
e) Network capabilities (e.g. IP network and PSTN)
So far, two SoftBridge applications have been built. One is a Deaf Telephony
SoftBridge. The SoftBridge system enables a Deaf user with a PC to communicate
with a hearing user with a telephone or cellular phone [16] [17] [26]. It is built on an
open IM platform called Jabber [23]. The Deaf Telephony SoftBridge provides an
open and extensible application framework for multimodal bridging, which allows
multi-user, multi-modal conversation sessions (text and speech), as well as the
addition of new media conversion services. It incorporates a caching mechanism, as
well as a load balancing capability to enable a high degree of scalability.
The other is a SoftBridge for rural telemedicine, called MuTI - Multimodal
Telemedicine Intercommunicator [12]. MuTI combines synchronous VoIP with
asynchronous store and forward of messages. Telemedicine consultations can be
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conducted synchronously if both parties are available and if the power and network
are up. If the power or network is down, or if both parties are unavailable to take part
in a synchronous conversation, MuTI allows a store and forward approach for the
data. Text, voice and images can be captured at any time and they are forwarded
when a connection is available.

1.2

Motivation

Most IP communication applications are Internet-oriented, and therefore, do not
necessarily address carrier grade characteristics. Carrier grade requirements, however,
are mandatory for the applications/services in the telecommunication domain. This
problem could exist with a SoftBridge application, for example, if it were to be
deployed by a South African telecommunication provider such as Telkom and
Vodacom. Telkom could reject the Deaf Telephony SoftBridge as a new
telecommunication service because of its poor carrier grade capabilities. Therefore
Deaf people in South Africa cannot really make use of the SoftBridge services to
communicate with hearing people who use telephones or cellular phones. The
example of the Deaf Telephony SoftBridge shows that providing carrier grade
characteristics for IP communication applications could be a critical issue for the
application providers to offer the services that span IP and telecommunication
networks. Therefore, this thesis is concerned with how to provide carrier grade
characteristics for IP communication applications. This is done using a SoftBridge
application as an example of IP communication applications.

1.3 Research question
The main question of this thesis is, “How to provide carrier grade characteristics
for IP communication applications in terms of service life-cycle management?”
Using a SoftBridge application as an example of IP communication applications, this
thesis focuses on life-cycle management for IP communication applications.
Generally the life-cycle of a service involves eight phases, including design,
implementation, testing, deployment, activation, deactivation, removal and upgrade.
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[5]. The phases of design, implementation and testing differ for each application
being developed. The last five phases are concerned with the management and
maintenance of applications and they are common to all applications. Therefore,
carrier grade characteristics involve the last five phases of service life-cycle
management. In this thesis, service life-cycle management thus covers the last five
phases.
This thesis chooses to focus on service life-cycle management in providing carrier
grade characteristics for IP communication applications. Service life-cycle
management is a basic carrier grade characteristic and it requires a fundamental
services creation, execution and management environment. The basic activities in the
service life-cycle mentioned above are able to be performed in the environment.
Based on the service support environment, other advanced carrier grade
characteristics, such as fault tolerance, load control and balance, can be put into the IP
communication applications.

1.4 Research aim and significance
This thesis aims to provide carrier grade characteristics for IP communication
applications in terms of service life-cycle management. Using a SoftBridge
application as an example of IP communication applications, life-cycle management
is provided for the SoftBridge application. It will bring IP-based SoftBridge
applications into the telecommunication environment. For instance, the Deaf
Telephony SoftBridge with carrier grade capabilities could be deployed by Telkom.
Deaf people in South Africa could then communicate with hearing people by using
the SoftBridge service. The SoftBridge service brings Deaf people into the hearing
world and hearing people could easily talk with Deaf people using telephones/cellular
phones. Using a SoftBridge application, this thesis shows a way to provide life-cycle
management for IP communication applications that offer the IP-Telecommunication
integrated services. Furthermore, this thesis will lead to the wider issue of IP
communication

applications

with

carrier

grade

characteristics.

telecommunication providers could accept them as value-added services.
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Thus

1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2–Literature review: In chapter 2, general carrier grade characteristics for
a software system are first described. The concepts of a Next Generation Network
(NGN) and an Application Server are then presented with regards to service life-cycle
management. Meanwhile, two open service APIs (Application Programming
Interface) for an NGN, Java APIs for Integrated Networks (JAIN) and Parlay, are
described. Then the work related to the SoftBridge is reviewed. Finally, the work
related to IP-Telecommunication integrated service is analyzed.
Chapter 3–Approach and methodology: In chapter 3, the research question is
elaborated. A JAIN Service Logic Execution Environment (JSLEE) is proposed to
provide a service support environment for a SoftBridge application. Thereafter two
methodologies applied in this research are described: exploratory prototyping in the
development of a SoftBridge application and comparison in an empirical evaluation
of a SoftBridge application.
Chapter 4–System design: Chapter 4 discusses how a SoftBridge application is
designed and developed according to the service development mode of the JSLEE
specification. The SoftBridge application called SIMBA (SoftBridge for Instant
Messaging Bridging Application) is built upon an open JAIN-SIP Proxy that acts as a
Proxy, registrar and presence server [37]. SIMBA provides a Deaf Telephony service
similar to a previous Deaf Telephony SoftBridge [26], However, SIMBA’s
SoftBridge design and implementation are unique to this thesis. Rhino is used as a
JSLEE to provide life-cycle management of SIMBA [39]. SIMBA life-cycle
management in Rhino includes deployment, activation, deactivation, uninstallation
and online upgrade.
Chapter 5–Experimental design: In chapter 5, an empirical evaluation of SIMBA is
carried out. The evaluation involves experiments with both SIMBA life-cycle
management and performance. SIMBA with and without Rhino are evaluated in the
same experiments. By comparing the experimental results between SIMBA with and
without Rhino, it is expected that a JSLEE can provide SIMBA life-cycle
management without causing a significant decrease in performance.
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Chapter 6–Data collection and analysis: In chapter 6, the experimental data is
collected, including SIMBA life-cycle management experiment and the performance
experiment. The experimental data is displayed in tabular form. Using these tables
and figures, the experimental results are analyzed, which show a JSLEE can provide
SIMBA life-cycle management and does not have a significant negative influence on
performance.
Chapter 7–Conclusion and future work: In chapter 7, this thesis draws the
conclusion that a JSLEE, one representation of an Application Server, is able to
provide life-cycle management for an IP-based SoftBridge application in term of
service life-cycle management. Futhermore, the results indicate that approach of
using Application Server (JSLEE) integration should be sufficiently general to
provide life cycle management, and indeed other carrier grade capabilities, for other
IP communication applications. Future work of this research should consider other
carrier grade characteristics, such as fault tolerance and overload balance.

1.6 Summary
IP communication applications are Internet-oriented and therefore not concerned with
carrier grade capabilities. This makes it difficult for IP communication applications to
be adopted by the telecommunication networks and to be integrated with the
traditional voice and data services by telephone or cellular phone. Therefore this
thesis is concerned with providing carrier grade characteristics for IP communication
applications. Using a SoftBridge application as an example, this thesis focuses on
life-cycle management for IP communication applications. It is hoped that results will
lead to the wider issue of IP communication applications with carrier grade
characteristics.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Carrier grade characteristics cover server life-cycle management, performance,
reliability and other features. To the issue of service life-cycle management, an
Application Server in an NGN provides service creation, execution and management
environments for IP-Telecommunication integrated applications. As open service
APIs for the NGN, Parlay and JAIN provide solutions for an NGN. Following on
these technologies, this chapter presents the work related to the SoftBridge and IPTelecommunication integrated services/applications with regard to the issue of
service life-cycle management.

2.1 Carrier grade characteristics
Carrier grade characteristics are required for both hardware and software systems that
are deployed in telecommunication networks. Generally, carrier grade characteristics
for a software system involve the requirements in service life-cycle management,
performance, reliability, administration and maintenance, which are detailed as
follows [33]:
a) Service life-cycle management: the life-cycle of a service generally involves
design, implementation, testing, deployment, activation, deactivation, removal
and upgrade [5]. Because the phases of design, implementation and testing differ
for each application being developed, they are not required as carrier grade
characteristics. Carrier grade characteristics require a service execution and
management environment (SEME) to support the last five features: 1)
Deployment: the service is packaged as deployable units, including service class,
event configuration file and profile file. 2) Activation: after the service is
deployed into SEME successfully, a service profile can be configured through a
profile interface. The service must be activated to be ready to process the requests.
3) Deactivation: the service goes into an “inactive” state after deactivating. 4)
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Uninstallation: the “inactive” service can be removed from a SEME. 5) Online
upgrade: the upgrade should be carried out during execution. The call in
“connected” state could continue during the upgrade and terminate as normal.
b) Performance: 1) For a call processing system, it should process more than 250
CAPS (Call Attempts per Second) and more than 250 bills per second. The
probability of call failure should be less than 5%. 2) In the case of a busy hour, it
should process more than 1 million BHCA (Busy Hour Call Attempts). 3)
Message response time (from receiving a message to send a response) should be
no more than 250ms.
c) Reliability: 1) a software system should run in a primary-standby replication
mode. When the primary host is down, the alternation time between primary host
and standby host should be less than 10 seconds. The in-process requests cannot
be lost during the alternation. Primary-standby replication mode requires
99.999% availability, namely, system downtime should be less than 5.256
minutes per year (planned and unplanned). 2) Overload control and balance
requires the system to reject incoming requests in the case of an overload and
process in-progress requests within acceptable operating parameters to avoid a
potential failure due to an overload. 3) Fault tolerance requires the system to
detect and notify fault, and then replicate and recover the system without the
influence on in-progress requests.
d) Administration and maintenance: 1) Statistics: a software system should support
statistics for service and user data. A system administrator can monitor and print
statistical results. 2) Trace: the messages can be traced by the system, including
incoming messages and outgoing messages. The system can show, save and print
the record of traced message. 3) Alarm: the alarm level can be set to urgency and
non-urgency alarm. An alarm message can be recorded in a log file and shown to
the system administrator through a management terminal. The alarm record
should include alarm code, level, date, equipment and suggested solution.
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2.2 NGN and Application Server
In an NGN, an Application Server provides a service life-cycle management
environment.

2.2.1 NGN architecture
An NGN can be considered an open tiered architecture (as shown in Figure 1) [25].
The NGN architecture includes four layers: service layer, control layer, transport
layer and access layer. The SoftSwitch equipment in the control layer, acts as the
NGN core, which provides the capabilities of call control, resource management,
protocol handling, authentication and charging [30]. The SoftSwitch equipment
provides an open interface for an Application Server in the service layer to have
access to underlying network resources. Thus the services are separated from the
underlying heterogeneous networks, which allows for the rapid and flexible service
provision in an NGN.

Figure 1 General NGN Architecture

A general NGN architecture is shown in Figure 1. The Application Server is the main
functional entity in the service layer. The SoftSwitch equipment in the control layer is
the NGN core. The transport layer provides the channels for various signals and
media transmission. The core transport network of the NGN is the IP network. The
access layer provides a way by which various networks and equipment can gain
access to the core backbone network. [30]
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2.2.2 Service life-cycle management in an Application Server
An Application Server is the core entity in the service layer of an NGN architecture,
which provides a service creation, execution and management environment (as shown
in Figure 2) [57]. Most service life-cycle management capabilities are covered by an
Application Server. A Service can be designed and implemented in the Service
Creation Environment (SCE). The instance of a service runs in the Service Logic
Execution Environment (SLEE). The Service Management Server (SMS) is used to
deploy, configure, activate, deactivate, uninstall and online upgrade a service.

Figure 2 General Application Server architecture

A general Application Server provides SCE, SLEE and SMS for service life-cycle
management. It integrates a web server to support web-based applications. Service
characteristics interaction management is used to detect and avoid service collision.
The Application Server also supports overload control/ balance, fault management,
database access and service order management. [57]
There are two main kinds of Application Servers: Private and Open. The
telecommunication equipment providers, such as Siemens, Nortel, Alcatel, Cisco,
provide different private Application Servers in their total NGN solutions. An Open
Application Server allows the developers to develop IP-Telecom integrated
services/applications on an open service platform. The typical examples are Sun’s
JSLEE [28] and IBM’s WebSphere [21].
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2.3 Open service architecture and API technology for an NGN
JAIN and Parlay are open service APIs for an NGN. This section introduces the
basics of both JAIN and Parlay with regard to service life-cycle management.

2.3.1 Service life-cycle management with JAIN
The JAIN technology is a set of Java technology based APIs that enable the rapid
development of Next Generation telecom products and services on the Java platform
[24] [46]. JAIN’s architecture is shown in Figure 3. The JAIN Service Creation
Environment (JSCE) and the JSLEE support the service life-cycle management
capabilities.
A JSCE includes a set of predefined Java components and an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE), which are used for service logic design and generation. The
JSCE also includes network element simulators such as switch simulators, allowing
functional testing, load testing and benchmarking of a service without access to
network resources.
A JSLEE is an application server, which provides a service execution and
management environment. The JSLEE specification defines deployment interfaces to
install and uninstall a service, and service management interfaces to activate,
deactivate and upgrade the service [28]. A JSLEE also defines profile interfaces, trace
interfaces and alarm interfaces to support service management.
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Figure 3 JAIN API Architecture

JAIN architecture includes three layers: service, signaling and network. JAIN
Protocol APIs specify interfaces to the PSTN, wireless and IP signaling protocols [8].
The JCC and JCAT APIs provide applications with a consistent mechanism for
interfacing with underlying various networks [47].
JSLEE allows service
provisioning and life-cycle management [28]. The service provider access provides a
secure access mechanism to network capabilities [6]. JSCE API is the specification
for the Java API to support and simplify the creation of portable telecommunication
services delivered primarily to the JSLEE. [47]
Rhino is a JSLEE standard compliant service logic execution environment [39]. The
main functions of Rhino include service management, deployment management,
resource management, alarm management, trace management and alarm management.
The Rhino’s architecture is shown in Figure 4.
Service life-cycle management capabilities in Rhino are described by using a call
forwarding service as an example. Call forwarding allows the user to configure a
profile. For instance, when a call gets to the user’s office telephone and the call is not
answered, the call is then forwarded to a cell phone which has been set as an
alternative for the office telephone by the user in advance. The call forwarding
service is implemented according to the JSLEE specification [27]. The deployment
management capability of Rhino enables the service to be installed in and uninstalled
from Rhino through a web management interface. The service management capability
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of Rhino enables the service to be activated and deactivated through the web
management interface. Online upgrading of the service is carried out by seamlessly
activating a new version and deactivating an old version.

Figure 4 Rhino architecture

The Rhino architecture provides a clustered SLEE, which enables more than one
instances of SLEE to run in multiple modes. Resource adaptor architecture enables
the service to use a resource external to Rhino, such as a database. Service Execution
function enables the instance of a deployed service to run in Rhino. Management
function covers service life-cycle management and the management of Rhino. [39]

2.3.2 Service life-cycle management with Parlay
Parlay integrates telecommunication network capabilities with IP applications via a
secure, measured, and billable interface [10]. The Parlay API consists of three
categories of interfaces: service interfaces, framework interfaces and resource
interfaces, as shown in Figure 5. The Parlay API is implemented in a client-server
mode [34]. A Service Capability Server (SCS) implements the server side and an
application implements the client side of the API. An SCS is a logical entity that
implements the Parlay API and interacts with the core network and the main
functions of the SCS include call control, charging, and user interaction. An SCS thus
serves as a proxy or gateway to the core network. An application communicates with
the SCS using a standard middleware infrastructure, e.g. Common Object Request
Broker (CORBA) [44]. Therefore Parlay does not explicitly address service life-cycle
management. A Parlay application can be deployed by a third-party server, which is
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independent of Parlay. Thus the life-cycle management of the application should be
considered by the third-party server, not by Parlay.

Figure 5 Parlay API Architecture

The Parlay architecture includes service interfaces, framework interfaces and
resource interfaces. The service interfaces offer applications access to a range of
network capabilities and information. The framework interfaces provide the
supporting capabilities necessary for the service interfaces to be secure, resilient,
located and managed. The resource interfaces provide a structured means to
integrate network resources into the API implementation. [10]
Consider an example of a Parlay application that was designed and implemented in a
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) environment [18]. The system architecture is shown
in Figure 6. An SCE is used for Parlay based application creation and an SLEE is
used for the application execution and management. The current implementation
contains two SLEE elements: a timer service and an event dispatcher. The former of
the two is basically a timer that allows for setting and firing of a timer event. The
latter is an important service that loads the service logic and guides the execution of
the services through the dispatching of events originating from SLEE components
and services or from the networks through the Parlay/SIP glue.
The SLEE provides life-cycle management for a Parlay based service that includes
the following: a) the service can be loaded into the SLEE and can be removed from
the SLEE, b) subscribers can subscribe to the service through service and subscriber
management interfaces of the SLEE, c) the service can be activated through the same
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interface, d) the SLEE can be upgraded at run time with new services, and e) tracing
and log services are also provided by the SLEE.

Figure 6 architecture of a SCE&SLEE for Parlay based application

The system architecture consists of an SCE, an SLEE, the Parlay/SIP glue, and the
SIP proxy server. The implementation of Parlay API relies on CORBA. The SLEE
and the Parlay/SIP glue communicate with each other using the Internet-Inter-ORB
Protocol (IIOP). The Parlay/SIP glue acts as a user agent. [18]

2.3.3 Comparison between JAIN and Parlay
For the issue of service life-cycle management, a JSLEE in the JAIN architecture is
used to provide a service execution and management environment. A JSLEE acts as
an Application Server, in which a service can be deployed, activated, deactivated
uninstalled and upgraded online. It also provides profile, trace and alarm facilities to
support service management. Parlay does not explicitly address service life-cycle
management. An SCS is a logical entity that implements the Parlay API. A Parlay
application deployed by a third-party server, which is independent of Parlay,
communicates with the SCS using CORBA. Thus the life-cycle management of the
application should be considered by the third-party server, not by Parlay. In
conclusion, a JSLEE is a convenient solution to provide service life-cycle
management.
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2.4 Work related to semi-synchronous multi-modal communication
The work related to the SoftBridge is described with regard to two issues: service
life-cycle management and semi-synchronous multi-modal communication.

2.4.1 Seamless Messaging
2.4.1.1 The concept of Seamless Messaging
Seamless Messaging (SM) provides a means of delivering messages in a way that is
personal to the recipient, making separate networks involved in the delivery of the
message transparent to the recipient [1]. SM allows for the creation, encoding,
filtering and delivery of messages across heterogeneous networks. Thus, users can
seamlessly deliver voice or electronic messages to wireless or wired communication
environments. SM requires that the recipient of the message be located through an
electronic secretary and the message be tailored according to the recipient’s active
device user interface.
SM manages both asynchronous and synchronous messaging, and requires that it is
easily customized by the end user. It is modular enough to allow features to be easily
added or removed. A Universal Message Box (UMB) is used to maintain
asynchronous messaging. Synchronous messaging requires immediate delivery of the
message to a roaming user and the possibility of establishing a connection in the case
of voice calls. Email messaging is a typical example of asynchronous communication,
and e-mails are therefore immediately stored into the UMB and processed. If the
message is categorized to be immediately delivered to the end user, the SM system
takes action to immediately deliver the message through a pager, telephone (using
text to speech), fax, or by forwarding it to another e-mail address.
2.4.1.2 A SM system for the management of personal messages
The aim of the SM system is to intercept, filter, interpret, and deliver multi-modal
messages (voice, fax, and/or e-mail messages) [29]. Messages are delivered to the
recipient regardless of their target messaging device. What makes the system unique
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is its approach to treating a message in a universal manner, its ability to mediate
between different messaging devices, and its ability to try to determine the
availability of the user. The system has been implemented on a Lotus Notes (LN)
platform [22]. The system architecture is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 SM system architecture

The system includes a set of personal agents that classify and act on incoming
messages based on their content. The user specifies the classes and actions to the
agent as a set of high-level rules. This allows the user to specify rules that are
independent of the messaging system and target devices. A personal agent,
“secretary”, is responsible for mediating between the different messaging
environments, the target devices, and other interacting applications (e.g. calendars,
email programs, etc). [29]
2.4.1.3 The summary of the SM system
The SM system supports semi-synchronous multi-modal messaging by using a set of
personal agents. The user can specify rules for these personal agents and receive
incoming messages in his preferred end equipment with preferred modality (text or
voice). The issue of service life-cycle management is not specifically addressed in [1]
or [29].
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2.4.2 Unified Messaging
2.4.2.1 The concept of Unified Messaging
Unified messaging (UM) is the concept of bringing all messaging media such as
voice messaging (telephone), SMS and other mobile text messaging, e-mail, Instant
Messaging (IM) and facsimile into a combined communication experience [3]. At a
minimum, the communication experience will take the form of a unified mailbox
and/or alert service, allowing the end-user to have a single source of message delivery,
repository, access, and notification.
UM has the ability to retrieve and send voice, fax, and email messages from a single
interface, including a cellular phone, telephone, or PC. It addresses the task of
overcoming the multiple-mailbox approach of today’s messaging systems, with
separate facilities for e-mail, voice storage, fax reception, etc. This coincides with the
vision of future communication, to deliver information at any time, anywhere and in
any form.
2.4.2.2 The 4th generation UM system
The 4th generation UM supports mobile users as well as domestic users with the
universal availability of their communication services [31]. This addresses service
access and service delivery on both, fixed and mobile terminals. A special capability
of the UM system is the selection of the most appropriate terminal or application for
an incoming message. The most appropriate terminal is determined by means of its
availability, status, and capability to handle a certain communication service. The
system is capable of adapting terminals to different kinds of services by conversion
processes. For example, a fax may be delivered to a mobile phone via Optical
Character Recognition and followed by a Text-to-Speech (TTS) conversion.
The Call model of the 4th UM system is shown in Figure 8. A service request is
always processed in the same way. If a service request is detected by the system, it
will be analyzed to gain its characteristics. On the base of these characteristics the
preferences of the called user is evaluated. The result of this evaluation determines
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the way the service has to be delivered to the called user. An analysis of the actual
communication environment of the called user selects the terminals the called party is
able to use at the time the service should be delivered. If the message has to be
adapted by conversion, the service will be decomposed and converted prior to
delivery to the called user’s terminal.

Figure 8 Call model of the 4th UM system

This diagram describes the process of dealing with a service request in the 4th UM
system. An incoming service request is analyzed and the preferences of the called
user are evaluated. The service is decomposed and converted according to the called
user‘s terminal, and then delivered. [31]
2.4.2.3 The summary of the 4th generation UM system
The main functions of the 4th generation UM system include customer service
management, conversion of services, automated terminal adaptation, multimedia
message storage, synchronous and asynchronous service delivery and user
registration at terminals and/or Locations (automated, manually, or scheduled). These
functions enable the 4th generation UM system to provide semi-synchronous multimodal communication services. The issue of service life-cycle management is not
specially addressed in [3] or [31].

2.4.3 I-Centric
2.4.3.1 The concept of I-Centric
I-Centric research provides an open architecture following a new communication
paradigm demand for systems that adapt to humans instead of forcing them to submit
to the given technical solutions [32] [45]. I-centric proposes a ubiquitous, personal
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User Interface (UI) to the user communication space. I-centric UI regards the user
individual requirements and preferences.
2.4.3.2 An execution environment for I-centric Services
Super Distributed Object (SDO) is used to represent the objects of the I-centric
communication space. Each individual continually interacts with diverse and
interconnected objects while the technology is transparent to users [4]. Examples of
SDOs include abstractions of devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, and home
appliances, but are not limited to device abstractions. A SDO-based service platform
facilitates I-centric SDOs communication and collaboration, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 SDO hosted by service execution environment

This diagram shows that the service platform supports the operation and
management of objects and services by means of a Service Execution Environment
(SEE) for I-centric SDOs. The SEE supports deployment (hot-plugging) of I-Centric
SDOs, re-binding (configuration) of I-Centric SDOs, interworking of I-Centric
applications/services and SDOs, and resolving inter and intra SDO dependencies. [4]
2.4.3.3 The issue of service life-cycle management in the I-centric system
The service platform provides a service execution environment (SEE) for I-centric
SDOs. It supports the following life-cycle management capabilities: a) the
deployment and uninstallation of SDOs. The SEE provides well-defined APIs to find,
analyse, and plug new SDOs into it. SDOs can also be removed from the SEE; and b)
the discovery, monitoring, configuration and reservation of SDOs. The discovery
function allows an SDO to gather information about the resources and capabilities of
all SDOs currently present in the network. The monitoring function provides a
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mechanism to monitor the various properties or parameters of an SDO. Each SDO’s
properties can be read and modified through the Configuration Interface. The
reservation of an SDO service ensures that the reserving object can invoke the service
operations at any time without any hindrances from other SDOs.

2.5 IP-Telecommunication integrated services
This section introduces the work related to IP-Telecommunication integrated services
with regard to service life-cycle management.

2.5.1 A service platform for Internet-Telecommunication services
In [7], a service platform (as shown in Figure 10) is used for the creation, execution
and management of multimedia services in heterogeneous networks. The Service
Platform is middleware that provides a distributed framework for services. The
managed services are accessible from different types of terminals and carried over
different types of networks using different protocols.
The service provider runs and maintains the service platform. A new service is
created by the service provider, deployed in the service platform and offered to the
subscribers. A subscriber is a user or a company that pays for a service offered by the
service provider. An instance of the service is created and activated by the service
platform when a subscriber uses the service. The instance is deactivated and deleted
after the subscriber finishes. The service can also be removed from the service
platform.
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Figure 10 Service platform using Parlay API over SIP

This diagram shows that this service platform resides on a SIP Server separated by
the Parlay interface. The SIP Server is usable not only for communication with the
service Platform via Parlay, but also for the development of a SIP user agent. The
platform has an additional CORBA interface towards a web server used by web
Servlets to interact with the Platform. This enables a third party call set-up in the SIP
Server triggered by a web interface e.g. Click to Dial. This interface is also used for
management purposes and service modifications by the end user. [7]

2.5.2 An architecture for the integration of IP-Telecom services
[15] proposes an architecture for hybrid services that spans many network
technologies, such as IP, PSTN and wireless networks. The service architecture (as
shown in Figure 11) is composed of two elements: A SCE and a Service
Infrastructure (SI). SCE and SI provide service life-cycle management capabilities,
including service creation, deployment, activation, deactivation and removal. In the
SCE, service logic is put together by the service creator using a set of service
components as building blocks. The service logic is then sent to a service factory,
which creates a new instance of the service. The service instance is organized and
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uploaded into the SI. SI can activate and deactivate the service instance. The service
instance can also be removed from SI. The Service Infrastructure is composed of a
collection of controllers and the underlying system elements of the Intelligent
Network, such as terminals, gateways, network nodes, etc. An event interface enables
the data flow between the system elements and the service logic.
The service architecture currently supports two services: hybrid calendar and hybrid
call forwarding. Hybrid calendar allow users to access their calendars from any
terminal connected to an IP network, as well as expose and share portions of their
calendars with other users. Hybrid call forwarding allows a customer to forward his
incoming calls (addressed to his telephone set from any other telephone set) to a
computer connected to an IP network.

Figure 11 Service architecture based on a SCE and a SI
i

S T = subsystem of service i running on terminals; SiN = subsystem of service i
running on network nodes; SiC = subsystem of service i running on control servers;
SiG = subsystem of service i running on gateways. [15]

2.6 Summary
It is important to provide IP communication applications with carrier grade
characteristics to make them applicable in telecommunication networks. This thesis
focuses on the provision of service life-cycle management, which is a basic carrier
grade characteristic. The life-cycle management characteristic includes the
deployment, activation, deactivation, uninstallation and online upgrade of IP
communication applications.
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For the issue of providing life-cycle management for IP communication applications,
a service platform is built in [7] and service architecture is constructed in [15] to
provide the life-cycle management for their IP-Telecommunication applications.
However, these designs can only offer the characteristic to their own services, and
therefore can not be applied to general IP communication applications. An NGN can
also provide a solution for the issue. In an NGN, an Application Server provides the
creation, execution and management environments for service life-cycle management.
Generally, two open service APIs, JAIN and Parlay, provide their solutions to support
an NGN. In JAIN, a JSLEE acts as an open Application Server, where the life-cycle
management of IP-Telecommunication applications can be carried out [28] [39]. In
Parlay, a logical entity named SCS, works as the server to implement the Parlay API.
However, a Parlay application is deployed by a third-party server and only
communicates with the SCS using CORBA, it is therefore independent from the
Parlay itself. Thus, the life-cycle management of the application will not be
considered by Parlay [18] [34].
For the issue of life-cycle management, a SoftBridge application is used as an
example of an IP communication application to examine service life-cycle
management. However, most work related to the SoftBridge does not explicitly
address service life-cycle management, such as [29] [31]. They just focus on
providing semi-synchronous multi-modal communication services.
Based on the above, an Application Server, in particular a JSLEE, should be strongly
considered for putting carrier grade characteristics into a SoftBridge Application with
respect to service life-cycle management.
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Chapter 3

APPROACH AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

First, the research question is stated in this chapter. A research approach follows to
suggest a solution to the question. Finally, research methodologies are listed out to
introduce the way in which the research approach is performed.

3.1 Approach to research question
3.1.1 Research question statement
The main question of this research is: “How to provide carrier grade
characteristics to IP communication applications in terms of service life-cycle
management?” Using an IP-based SoftBridge application as an example of IP
communication applications, the issue of providing life-cycle management for a
SoftBridge application is broken down into two aspects:


A SoftBridge application deployment, activation, deactivation and uninstallation.
As a carrier grade service/application, a service execution and management
environment should be used to deploy, activate, deactivate and uninstall a
SoftBridge application.



Online upgrade of a SoftBridge application. As a carrier grade service/application,
a SoftBridge application in the running state cannot be interrupted when it is
upgrading or version updating, e.g. the call, in a connected state, should be kept
going during the process of a system upgrade.

3.1.2 Proposed approach
As the main functional entity in the service layer, an Application Server acts as a
service creation, execution and management environment in an NGN [57]. An
Application Server is therefore proposed to provide a service support environment for
a SoftBridge application. Using a JSLEE as a representation of the Application
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Server, a SoftBridge application is deployed, activated, deactivated and uninstalled in
it, as shown in Figure 12. A JSLEE also enables a SoftBridge application to online
upgrade.
In the JAIN API architecture, the JSLEE acts as an Application Server that provides
the execution and management environment for the next generation Internet–
Telecommunication services [28]. The JSLEE defines interfaces and requirements
which are mandatory for telecom/Internet operations within carrier grade and Internet
networks.

Figure 12 SoftBridge applications in JSLEE

Figure 12 shows that a SoftBridge application is deployed into a JSLEE that provides
various management facilities. One or more instances of the SoftBridge application
run in a Service Component Container of JSLEE.

3.2 Research Methodology
Two methodologies are applied in this research: exploratory prototyping in the
development of a SoftBridge application and comparison in the empirical evaluation
of a SoftBridge application with regard to carrier grade capabilities.

3.2.1 Exploratory prototyping
Exploratory prototyping is the rapid development of a system, where an initial
prototype is produced and refined through a number of stages towards the final
system [20]. Exploratory prototyping applies to the development of those systems
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with the best understood requirements. It is considered as a risk reduction activity. An
exploratory prototyping model is illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Exploratory prototyping process

Figure 13 shows main steps in an exploratory prototyping. After requirements
analysis is finished, the first prototype system is quickly designed and implemented.
The first prototype is evaluated and refined if it is not adequate. The final system is
delivered until it is evaluated to be adequate.
The exploratory prototyping can be divided into the following phases:
1. Requirements analysis: Define the service provided by the SoftBridge application;
analyze and clarify system requirements. Service definition and system
requirements analysis document is also developed in this phase.
2. Quick design and build SoftBridge prototype system: According to the results
obtained during the requirements analysis and service definition, the rapid design
and implementation of the SoftBridge prototype are carried out. General design
specification and user manual should be finished in this phase.
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3. Using and verifying the prototype system: After the first prototype system is
finished, it is used and evaluated by experimental users with the help of the user
manual. Service definition and general design specification are used as standards
to validate the adequacy of the system.
4. Refine the prototype system if the prototype system is not adequate. Refining is
iterated until it is adequate enough to deliver the final system.
5. Finally, deliver of the final system and the related technical documents.

3.2.2 Comparison in empirical evaluation
An empirical evaluation of a SoftBridge application is used to prove the proposed
approach [56]. The process of evaluation is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Evaluation process

Figure 14 shows main steps of an empirical evaluation. With software and hardware
environments, the experiments are designed and carried out according to evaluation
strategy, and then experimental data is collected, visualized and analyzed.
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3.2.2.1 The software and hardware environment for the evaluation
The evaluation is carried out in an experimental environment. The hardware
environment includes PCs, telephones, a PBX (Private Branch eXchange), LAN
(local area network). The software environment involves operating systems (OS)
including both Windows and Linux, a SoftBridge application – SIMBA (see Chapter
4.5), a JSLEE implementation – Rhino (see Chapter 4.5), client application and a
simulator (as shown in Figure 15).

Figure 15 Software/hardware environment in the evaluation

Figure 15 shows some of the software and hardware involved in the evaluation. An
IM client on a PC sends the message to a telephone on a PBX through the SoftBridge
application (SIMBA) with a JSLEE (Rhino) and a SIP gateway.
3.2.2.2 Evaluation strategy
SIMBA with and without Rhino is evaluated in the same experiment. The test data
with and without Rhino in the same case is recorded and analyzed in the form of
tables. Through the comparison of these two systems, it is expected to show that a
JSLEE can provide life-cycle management for a SoftBridge application. The
evaluation strategy is illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Comparison strategy

Figure 16 shows that service life-cycle experiment and performance experiments are
carried out between a SoftBridge application (SIMBA) with and without a JSLEE
(Rhino). The experimental data is compared and the experimental result is expected
to show a SoftBridge application can be managed in a JSLEE.

3.2.2.3 Experiment involved in evaluation
Experiments in the evaluation address service life-cycle management and
performance. The service life-cycle management experiment involves SIMBA
deployment, activation, deactivation, uninstallation and online upgrade. The
Performance experiment includes Registration per Second (RPS) and Call per Second
(CPS) [43].
3.2.2.4 Evaluation steps:
The exploratory prototyping can be divided into the following phases:
1. Generate data: test the process of service life-cycle management of SIMBA using
the HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) management interface provided by
Rhino. To determine the RPS and CPS values, the request rate from a simulator to
SIMBA is increased until the failure probability increases to 5%. The highest
sustained throughput is reported as the RPS and CPS values.
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2. Visualize data: visualize the result data of life-cycle management of SIMBA in
tabular form. The table lists the life-cycle management capabilities supported by
SIMBA. Visualize the performance data with tables.
3. Analyze data: compare and analyze the visualized results of SIMBA with and
without Rhino using tables and find out the advantage of the SoftBridge
application in a JSLEE with regard to carrier grade capabilities.

3.3

Summary

In this chapter, the proposed approach to the research question is presented. Two
methodologies used in this research are described, including exploratory prototyping
in the development of a SoftBridge application – SIMBA (see Chapter 4.5), and
comparison in an empirical evaluation to SIMBA with regard to service life-cycle
management capabilities. Using exploratory prototyping methodology, SIMBA can
be designed and implemented. An empirical evaluation of SIMBA includes the
experiments with service life-cycle management and performance. By comparing the
experimental results of between the SoftBridge application with and without a JSLEE
– Rhino (see Chapter 4.5), it is expected that a JSLEE can provide life-cycle
management for SoftBridge applications.
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Chapter 4

SYSTEM DESIGN

For this thesis, a SoftBridge application is built according to the service development
mode of the JSLEE specification. Here the SoftBridge application is called SIMBA
(SoftBridge for Instant Messaging Bridging Application). Although the Deaf
Telephony service is similar to a previous Deaf Telephony SoftBridge [26], SIMBA’s
SoftBridge design and implementation are unique to this thesis. SIMBA is used as an
experimental representation of a SoftBridge application in the evaluation to show that
a JSLEE is able to provide service life-cycle management for SoftBridge applications.

4.1 Service definition
SIMBA enables a text-based IM client to communicate with an IP phone, a telephone
or a cellular phone. Similar to the Deaf Telephony SoftBridge, SIMBA provides a
bridging service, which enables a Deaf user with a text-based IM client to
communicate with a hearing user with a telephone or a cellular phone [26]. Using an
IM client, a Deaf user sends a text message to a telephone user through SIMBA.
SIMBA establishes a call to the telephone user and converts text messages to speech
via a Media Adapter Server (MAS). When the called user picks up the phone, he/she
hears the synthetic voice and speaks to the Deaf user. After receiving audio from the
hearing user, SIMBA then controls the MAS to convert the incoming audio stream to
text and sends the text message to the Deaf user. The conversion between text and
speech is transparent to both hearing and Deaf users. The whole process is shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17 SIMBA service flow

Figure 17 shows how SIMBA bridges a Deaf user with an IM client to communicate
with a hearing user using a telephone. SIMBA receives a text message from an IM
client and then establishes a call to the telephone on a PBX. After the call is
established successfully, SIMBA notifies Media Adapter Server (MAS) to open an
audio stream to the telephone. MAS gets the text message from SIMBA, converts to
voice and transmits the voice to the telephone. After receiving the voice from the
telephone, MAS converts it to text and sends a text message to the IM client through
SIMBA.

4.2 System requirements
The system requirements are as follows:


Support SIP and SIP Extension for Instant Messaging and Presence (SIMPLE)
[11] [35] [40] [41]. This system should function as a SIP Proxy, registrar and
presence server. As a presence server, it is able to process NOTIFY and
SUBSCRIBE requests. As a proxy, it is able to add and process the RECORDROUTE and ROUTE headers specified in the request besides basic proxy
capability. The proxy can authenticate all requests that it receives and fork the
INVITE requests it receives.



Convert between two media types: text and voice. Two modalities of media
bridging are required: text to speech bridging and speech to text bridging.



Support IM clients based on SIP/SIMPLE. There are two messaging modes: page
mode and session mode, but the system only supports page mode so far.
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Support multiple users. This system should support multi-user, parallel call
requests and set up multi-call to telephones or SIP clients.



Service execution and management environment: the system can be deployed
activated, deactivated and uninstalled in a JSLEE.



Support online upgrade. An upgrade can be carried out during execution. The
“connected” call can continue during the upgrade and terminate as normal.



Support profiles configure and log/trace.

4.3 System functionality
This system includes two independent parts: SIMBA and MAS, as shown in Figure
18. SIMBA includes five main functional modules: Proxy, Registrar, Presence,
Bridging and Communicator. MAS includes three functional modules: Media adapter
Servlet, TTS/ Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Media Send/Recv. SIMBA
communicates with MAS through the HTTP interface. [13].

Figure 18 Functional modules architecture

Figure 18 shows the main functional modules in SIMBA and MAS and their
relationships. SIP messages are processed by Proxy, Registrar and Presence modules.
Bridging module invokes Communicator module to establish and terminate a SIP call.
Bridging module controls MediaAdapterServlet module to open, update and close a
media stream by invoking Media Send/Recv module. TTS/ASR module performs the
conversion between text and voice.
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4.3.1 Proxy
The proxy function acts as a SIP proxy, which routes SIP requests to user agent
servers (UAS) and routes SIP responses to user agent clients (UAC). A request may
traverse several proxies on its way to a UAS. Each proxy will make routing decisions,
modifying the request before forwarding it to the next element. Responses are routed
through the same set of proxies traversed by the request in the reverse order.
According to [41], Proxy behavior of processing a request includes the following
steps:
1. Validate the request;
2. Preprocess routing information;
3. Determine target(s) for the request;
4. Forward the request to each target;
5. Process all responses.

4.3.2 Registrar
The registrar function acts as a SIP registrar, which accepts REGISTER requests and
places the information it receives from those requests into the location service for the
domain it handles. According to [41], Registrar behavior of processing a request
includes:


Authenticate the UAC;



Add, remove, update the bindings for the domain it handles;



Manage the expiration time.

4.3.3 Presence server
The presence server function acts as a SIP presence server, also known as a presence
agent (PA) [35]. A PA is a SIP user agent, which is capable of receiving
SUBSCRIBE requests, responding to them, and generating notifications of changes in
presence state (e.g. online, offline, busy and away). A PA must have knowledge of
the presence state of a presence entity. The way to access presence data of a presence
entity is by co-locating the PA with the proxy/registrar.
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4.3.4 Bridging
The bridging function controls the bridging between a Text message session and a
Voice media session. Bridging behavior when processing a request includes the
following steps:
1. Process a MESSAGE request whose destination is a telephone user (e.g.
9110@sipgateway.com).
2. Setup a call with the telephone user by invoking call methods of the
Communicator module and indicate the IP address and port number of the media
adaptor server in the Session Description Protocol (SDP) data with an INVITE
request [19].
3. Notify MAS to start a RTP transmission session and send the text body of the
MESSAGE request to it.
4. Receive the recognized text message from the IM agent of MAS and forward it to
the client, who sends the MESSAGE request.

4.3.5 Communicator
The Communicator function acts as a SIP user agent (UA). It performs the function
of establishing, modifying and terminating a SIP call to the callee (telephone or SIP
UA). It is invoked by the bridging module when a MESSAGE request is sent, whose
destination is a telephone user. It includes two parts: a user agent client (UAC) and
user agent server (UAS).


The UAC creates an SIP request, e.g. INVITE, and then uses the client transaction
state machinery to send it.



The UAS generates a response to a SIP request. The response accepts, rejects, or
redirects the request.

4.3.6 Media Adapter Server
MAS is built in conjunction with a Web Server [53], whose functions include: media
transmissions and media adaptation between text and speech, including TTS and ASR.
MAS is independent of SIMBA and receives HTTP request from SIMBA to start a
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RTP media session, send synthesized voice to the telephone and send the recognized
text message to the IM client through SIMBA. The media adaptor server includes
three parts: Media Adaptor Servlet, media transmitter/receiver and TTS/ASR Engine.
4.3.6.1 Media adapter Servlet
After receiving the HTTP request from a SoftBridge or other clients, the Media
Adapter Servlet opens, updates or closes a media Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
session between the MAS and the SIP GW or the SIP client [42]. The Media Adapter
Servlet extracts the content of the text parameter received from a HTTP request and
invokes a TTS/ASR engine to perform the conversion between text and speech.
4.3.6.2 Media transmitter/receiver
The media transmitter/receiver performs the following functions:


Start, update or close a media RTP session,



Send the synthesized voice,



Receive audio data and play it through a speaker.

Based on RTP and Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP), the media
transmission is built using the JMF API [48].
4.3.6.3 TTS and ASR
The TTS engine performs the function of converting text to speech [55]. It provides
the interface for the Media Adapter Servlet and saves the synthetic speech into an
audio file.
The ASR engine: a Wizard of Oz (WoOz) is used to replace the poor performance of
ASR engine [16]. A person called the “ASR agent” is used to perform the function of
speech recognition. When the ASR agent receives audio from a speaker, he/she
converts the audio into a text message and sends it to the IM client. An ASR agent is
responsible for five bridging sessions.
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4.4 Life-cycle Management of SIMBA in a JSLEE
4.4.1 Design strategy for SIMBA deployment and uninstallation
4.4.1.1 Event driven SBB
The JSLEE specification defines that an application is composed of one or more
components, which are known as Service Building Block (SBB) components [27].
SBB components are event driven components that receive requests in the form of
events. Each SBB component identifies the event types accepted by the component. It
has event handler methods that contain application code that processes events of these
event types. In addition, an SBB component may have an interface for synchronous
method invocations. SIMBA is built with SBB components receiving SIP events,
including SIP request events, response events and transaction management events.
4.4.1.2 Deployable unit
The JSLEE specification defines a deployable unit as a Jar file that can be installed in
the SLEE and uninstalled from the SLEE [27]. A deployable unit may contain SBB
jar files, event jar files, profile specification jar files and resource adaptor jar files.
Each of these jar files contain the Java class files and the deployment descriptors of
one or more of these components.
4.4.1.3 SIMBA packaging for deployment and uninstall
To a deployable unit of SIMBA, the Jar packages involved are shown at Table 1.
Jar Package Name
JAIN-SIP

Items included in Jar

resource 1. JAIN-SIP RA Jar deployment descriptor

adaptor (RA) Jar

2. Class files of JAIN-SIP RA.
3. JAIN-SIP RA event Jar deployment descriptor
4. Class files of JAIN-SIP RA event
5. JAIN-SIP RA type Jar deployment descriptor
6. Class files of JAIN-SIP RA type
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SIMBA SBB Jar

1. SIMBA SBB Jar deployment descriptor
2. Class files of SIMBA SBB specified by the sbb
elements of the sbb-jar element in 1.

SIMBA SIP event Jar

1. SIMBA SIP event Jar deployment descriptor
2. Class files of SIMBA SIP event specified by the sbb
elements of the sbb-jar element in 1.

SIMBA custom event 1. SIMBA custom event Jar deployment descriptor
Jar

2. Class files of SIMBA custom event specified by the sbb
elements of the sbb-jar element in 1.

SIMBA profile Jar

1. SIMBA profile Jar deployment descriptor
2. Class files of SIMBA profile specified by the sbb
elements of the sbb-jar element in 1.
Table 1 Deployable unit in SIMBA

Table 1 lists the Jar packages in a SIMBA deployment unit. Each Jar package
includes a deployment descriptor and the class files in the Jar package.
4.4.1.4 SIMBA deployment and uninstallation in a JSLEE
In the JSLEE specification, the DeploymentMBean interface defines the management
API for installing and removing components [27] :


The Install method. This method installs the deployable unit jar file identified by
the URL argument. Each component jar file contained in the deployable unit is
installed by the SLEE. If all of these components are installed successfully, the
JSLEE then installs any services contained in the deployable unit jar file. The
deployable unit is only successfully installed if all of its included component jars
and services install successfully. Thus the deployable unit for SIMBA can be
deployed into JSLEE through the install method in the DeploymentMBean
interface.



The Uninstall method. This method uninstalls the deployable unit specified by the
ID argument. Uninstalling a deployable unit causes all the components in the
deployable unit to be uninstalled. A deployable unit cannot be uninstalled if any
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component contained in any other deployable unit depends on a component
contained in the deployable unit being uninstalled. Thus the deployable unit for
SIMBA can be removed from JSLEE through the uninstall method in the
DeploymentMBean interface.

4.4.2 Design strategy for SIMBA activation and deactivation
4.4.2.1 States in the life-cycle of SIMBA in JSLEE
After deployment into the JSLEE, SIMBA can be in one of the following three
operational states (as shown in Figure 19) in the life cycle.


Inactive. SIMBA has been installed successfully and is ready to be activated.
SIMBA is not running, i.e. root SBB entities of the SIMBA’s root SBB will not
be created to process events.



Active. SIMBA has been activated, i.e. it is running. The JSLEE will create root
SBB entities of SIMBA’s root SBB to receive initial events and invoke SBB
entities in the SBB entity trees of the Service.



Stopping. SIMBA is being deactivated. However, some SBB entity trees of
SIMBA still exist in the JSLEE and have not completed their processing. The
JSLEE waits for the SBB entities in these SBB entity trees to complete processing
so that they can be reclaimed. A SBB entity has completed processing and can be
reclaimed when it and all of its child SBB entities are no longer attached to any
Activity Context.
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Figure 19 Operational states of SIMBA

Figure 19 shows three states of SIMBA in a JSLEE and the actions causing the state
conversion [27]. SIMBA is in “inactive” state after it is installed in the JSLEE. The
state of SIMBA changes to “active” after SIMBA is activated. The “stopping” state
means that SIMBA is being deactivated.
4.4.2.2 SIMBA activation and deactivation in a JSLEE
In the JSLEE specification, the ServiceManagementMBean interface defines the
management API for Services installed in the SLEE [27]. It can be used to change the
operational state of SIMBA.


The Activate method. This method activates the service specified by the ID
argument. It can only be invoked when the service is in the inactive state. If it
returns successfully, the service has transitioned to the Active state. Thus, SIMBA
can be activated by the Activate method in the ServiceManagementMBean
interface.



The Deactivate method. This method deactivates the service specified by the id
argument. It can only be invoked when the service is in the Active state. If it
returns successfully, the service has transitioned to the stopping state. Eventually
the service transitions to the inactive state when all SBB entities executing for the
service have completed processing. Thus, SIMBA can be deactivated by the
Deactivate method in the ServiceManagementMBean interface.
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4.4.3 Design strategy for online upgrade of SIMBA
4.4.3.1 The process of SIMBA online upgrade in JSLEE
In the JSLEE specification, the ServiceManagementMBean interface defines the
DeactivateandActivate API [27]. It can be used for online upgrade of SIMBA. The
DeactivateandActivate method takes on two arguments - the service to deactivate,
and the service to activate in its place. This operation is performed in a single
transaction. To make use of this, a new version of SIMBA needs to be installed. The
new one should have a different name or version number in the service deployment
descriptor. The deactivateAndActivate method is used to pass the old SIMBA to the
new version. The old version will go into the "deactivating" state, and any activities
that it is processing are allowed to "drain". It will be deactivated when all its activities
and SBB entities are finished. Meanwhile the new version of SIMBA is activated and
any new initial events will go to the new one. Therefore no events will be lost. They
will either go to the old or new version of SIMBA.
4.4.3.2 The issue of call interruption during the online upgrade
A complete call session starts when an IM client sends the first MESSAGE request to
a telephone user and SIMBA sets up a call to the telephone; it ends when the IM
client send a MESSAGE request with the text body of "bye" and SIMBA terminates
the call.
An online upgrade requires that a call session existing in old SIMBA cannot be
interrupted when the new SIMBA replaces the old SIMBA. The main problem is that
the MESSAGE event from the IM client is the initial event; therefore any new
MESSAGE events will be dispatched to the SBB entity of a new SIMBA. It will
cause the new SIMBA to set up a new call to the same telephone user, but actually
the telephone is already in the “working” status. The existing call session is
interrupted due to the operation of an upgrade. The process of call interruption is
shown in Figure 20.
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IM Client

Old SIMBA

New SIMBA

Telephone User

Message 1
set up a call successfully

Upgrade happens. Old one is being to
"deactive" state and New one is in "active"
state state

Message 2

new message is
dispatched to New one

set up a call but failed
the call fails because the
telephone is already in "on"
state. Therefore, the call
session between IM and
Telephone is interrupted.

Figure 20 Call interruption during the online upgrade

Figure 20 describes the process of call interruption during the online upgrade. When
online upgrading, old SIMBA is deactivated and new SIMBA is active. New SIMBA
cannot keep the state of existing call session and cause the existing call session
interruption.
4.4.3.3

The solution to avoid call interruption during the online upgrade

A custom event is used to sort out the issue of call interruption in the online upgrade.
The custom event is a low level event in the JSLEE. A SBB entity can receive custom
events even if it is in the “stopping” state.
Assume that a SBB entity of the old SIMBA (call it SBB1) has received the initial
MESSAGE from the IM client. To make sure it stays alive for the whole session,
SBB1 must be attached to an activity the whole time. There is no single activity at the
protocol level that it will stay attached to (ie. all the SIP transactions are separate,
short-lived activities). Thus SBB1 creates a null activity and attaches to it. The
activity is assigned a unique name–the SIP URL of the IM client (call it SessionSBB1).
SBB1 does the INVITE transaction with the telephone through the gateway.
Upgrades occurring at this stage have no influence here because SBB1 is attached to
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the ClientTransaction activity, so SBB1 will automatically get the response. The
response is not an initial event so no other SBBs are created yet.
The operation of upgrade is implemented at the moment. Old SIMBA transfers to the
“stopping” state, which is leading to the inactive state. A new MESSAGE arrives
from the IM client. SBB1 does not see it because it is an initial event, and SBB1 is
not attached to the new SIP ServerTransaction activity. The SLEE creates a new SBB
entity of new SIMBA (call it SBB2) to handle the MESSAGE event.
SBB2 can look up the activity named "Session-SBB1" in the AC naming facility. If it
finds that it exists, SBB2 can fire a custom event on it. SBB1 will receive the custom
event on its activity. The custom event object could take the details of the message
from the IM client, such as text body of the message and SIP URL of the IM client.
SBB1 handles the message with normal processing. If the text body of the message is
“bye”, SBB1 would terminate the telephone call. SBB1 can then detach from the null
activity and clean it up. Further MESSAGE requests from the IM client or other IM
clients will cause new SBB entities of the new SIMBA, to be created. The process of
avoiding call interruption in the online upgrade is described in Figure 21.
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Old SIMBA

New SIMBA

Telephone User
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the call
session start
set up a call successfully

attach an activity with
unique name( the SIP
URL s of the IM client)

Upgrade happens. Old one is being to
"deactive" state and New one is in "active"
state state

Message 2

new message is
dispatched to New one
look up the activity with
unique name of theSIP
URL of the IM client
Fire a custom evnt to old one
the event the details of
message 2

process Message 2
normally

If the Message with
text body of "bye"

terminate the call

the call session end

Figure 21 Solution to avoid call interruption during the online upgrade

Figure 21 shows that new SIMBA forwards the message of the existing call session to
old SIMBA via custom event. Old SIMBA processes the message of existing call
session until the existing call session is ended normally. New SIMBA is responsible
for processing the new message. It enables SIMBA to avoid call interruption during
the online upgrade.
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4.5 System implementation
SIMBA provides similar services to the Deaf Telephony SoftBridge that was built on
an open Jabber IM platform [26]. The bridging services were redesigned for SIMBA.
In addition, the implementation of SIMBA is based on a JAIN-SIP Proxy, which is an
open source Java project distributed by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [37]. The JAIN-SIP Proxy system acts as a SIP proxy, registrar
and presence server. SIMBA implements bridging between text and voice on the
JAIN-SIP Proxy system. Current SIMBA only supports the call established by an IM
client to a telephone and does not handle the call initiation from a telephone.
MAS is built as a Java Servlet and communicates with SIMBA using an HTTP
interface. The FreeTTS engine is embeded into MAS to perform the conversion from
text to speech [55]. The ASR agent is responsible for converting voice into text and
then SIMBA forwards the text message to the IM client.
Two versions of SIMBA have been developed for the evaluation: SIMBA with and
without a JSLEE. These two versions of SIMBA provide the same service, but one is
executed and managed within a JSLEE, the other is executed in a stand alone mode.
Rhino is used as an implementation of JSLEE standards to provide life-cycle
management for SIMBA [39]. SIMBA with and without Rhino implement the same
source code for core functions, such as SIP proxy, registrar, presence server and
bridging. Comparing with SIMBA without Rhino, SIMBA with Rhino implements
the interfaces to be deployed into Rhino so that Rhino can provide life-cycle
management of SIMBA.
Rhino provides a management web interface to manage the life-cycle of SIMBA,
including deployment, uninstallation, activation, inactivation and online upgrade. To
integrate SIMBA with Rhino, SIMBA is packaged into four deployable Jars: SIMBA
SBB Jar, profile Jar, SIP event Jar, custom event Jar. These Jars consist of class files
and corresponding deployment descriptor files. Through the Rhino deployment web
interface, these four Jars can be deployed into Rhino and also be uninstalled from
Rhino (as shown in Figure 22). After SIMBA Jars are installed into Rhino
successfully, SIMBA can be activated through the Rhino service management web
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interface (as shown in Figure 23). “Active” SIMBA can process the call request from
an IM client to a telephone. SIMBA can also be deactivated and “inactive” SIMBA
still resides in Rhino, but cannot process the call request.

Figure 22 Rhino deployment interface to install and uninstall SIMBA

Figure 22 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows the Rhino deployment web
interface. The “install” button with a circle is used to deploy SIMBA into Rhino and
the “un install” button with a circle is used to unintall SIMBA from Rhino.

Figure 23 Rhino service management interface to activate and inactivate SIMBA

Figure 23 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows the Rhino management web
interface. The “activate” button with a circle is used to activate SIMBA and the
“deactivate” button with a circle is used to deactivate SIMBA.
An Online upgrade requires that a call in-process does not get interrupted during the
upgrade operation. That means a call is already established when the upgrade
operation occurs. The call can continue and terminate as normal. It is assumed that
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SIMBA 1.0 is activated by Rhino and processes the request from the IM client. After
the call is already established, SIMBA 1.1 is deployed into Rhino. Through the
service management web interface (as shown in Figure 23), SIMBA 1.0 is
deactivated and version 1.1 is activated. SIMBA 1.1 begins to process the new
request and version 1.0 continues to process the call until it terminates as it normally
does.

Figure 24 Rhino service management interface to upgrade SIMBA online

Figure 23 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows the Rhino management web
interface. The “deactivateAndActivate” button with a circle is used to activate
SIMBA 1.1 and deactivate SIMBA 1.0.

4.6 Summary
This chapter describes the design and implementation of a SoftBridge application
called SIMBA. SIMBA enables a Deaf user with a text-based IM client to
communicate with a hearing user with a telephone or a cellular phone. The system
functional architecture includes two independent parts: SIMBA and MAS. SIMBA is
built upon an open JAIN-SIP Proxy that acts as a SIP proxy, registrar and presence
server. SIMBA implements bridging between text and voice on the JAIN-SIP Proxy
system. SIMBA communicates with MAS through the HTTP protocol. SIMBA lifecycle management in a JSLEE includes deployment, activation, deactivation,
uninsatllation and online upgrade. SIMBA is packaged in a deployable unit, and then
installed or uninstalled in Rhino, a JSLEE. Through the Rhino service management
interface, SIMBA can be activated and deactivated in Rhino. An Online upgrade
requires the “connected” call to continue during an upgrade and terminate as normal.
SIMBA adopts the solution of a custom event to avoid call interruption during an
online upgrade in Rhino.
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Chapter 5

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

An empirical evaluation of SIMBA is carried out. The evaluation involves
experiments with both SIMBA life-cycle management and performance. SIMBA with
a JSLEE and SIMBA without a JSLEE are evaluated in the same experiments.
Through comparing the experimental results between SIMBA with and without a
JSLEE, it is expected that a JSLEE can provide SIMBA life-cycle management
without causing a significant decrease in performance.

5.1 Software and hardware environments in the experiment
5.1.1 Software environment
The software environment in the experiment includes operating system (OS) software
and applications software, all of which are detailed in Table 2.
Name
OS

Description
Microsoft Windows 2000, Service Pack 3.
Linux RedHat 7.3 Kernel 2.4.18.

J2SE1.4.2 [49]

Java(TM) 2 SDK, Standard Edition version 1.4.2. A development
environment for building applications, applets, and components
that can be deployed on the Java platform.

Rhino 1.3.0beta5 [39]

Open Cloud Rhino is a JSLEE standards compliant service logic
execution environment (SLEE) for carrier grade implementations.
It includes everything in the SLEE category, SIP and JCC
Resource Adaptors, Enterprise Integration features and example
SIP and JCC applications for service development.

SIMBA

SIMBA with Rhino, which runs in Rhino 1.3.
SIMBA without Rhino, which runs in J2SE 1.4.2.

MAS

A Web Server, whose functions include two parts: media
transmission and media adaptation (between text and speech).

NIST-SIP IM
client [36]

A JAVA based SIP IM client (open source) built on top of the
JAIN-SIP-1.1 API. It supports:
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SIPRG [50]



IM capability: process MESSAGE requests



Presence information capability: process PUBLISH, NOTIFY
and SUBSCRIBE requests



Registration capability: Register and unregister itself to a
proxy

The SIP Residential Gateway (SIPRG) is an open source
application based on SIP. The SIPRG is an IP Telephony Gateway
that allows a SIP User Agent to make and receive calls between
PSTN/PBX and a SIP-based network.
The SIPRG is developed with the VOVIDA SIP stack version
1.3.0, and uses a QuickNet LineJACK card for connecting a
telephone line in a PBX. Currently, it supports only a single
LineJACK card and is therefore a single-line gateway.

Sipp [14]

Sipp (open source) is a performance testing tool for the SIP
protocol. Its main features are basic SIPStone scenarios, TCP/UDP
transport, customizable (xml based) scenarios, dynamic
adjustement of call-rate and a comprehensive set of real-time
statistics.
Sipp can be used to test many real SIP equipment like SIP proxies,
B2BUAs, SIP media servers, SIP/x gateways, SIP PBX. It is also
very useful to emulate thousands of user agents calling the SIP
system or receive thousands of SIP calls from a SIP system.

IM Simulator

Apache Ant
1.6.1 [2]
PostgreSQL
7.4.2 [51]

IM simulator is a performance testing tool for SIP/SIMPLE based
IM system. It can emulate thousands of MESSAGE and
REGISTER requests to the SIP system like proxy.
Apache Ant is a Java-based build tool, which is used to build SIP
Resource Adaptor.
PostgreSQL is an enhancement of the POSTGRES database
management system, which is used as a background database
server for the Rhino system.
Table 2 Software environment
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5.1.2 Hardware environment
The hardware equipment being used in the experiment includes PC, speaker,
microphone, voice card, PBX, telephone and LAN, all of which are detailed in Table
3. The experimental network topology is shown in Figure 25.
Name
PC
(as shown in
Figure 25)

Description
Intel Pentium 4 CPU 1.8Ghz, 416M RAM, 40G Hard driver.
PCa: Microsoft Windows 2000 , j2SE 1.4.2.
PCb: Linux RedHat 7.3 , j2SE 1.4.2.
Intel Pentium 2 CPU 400Mhz, 416M RAM, 10G Hard driver
PCc: Linux RedHat 7.3.

QuickNet
LineJACK

QuickNet LineJACK is a single line, VoIP (Voice over IP)
gateway card, whose PSTN port can connect a telephone line
of a PBX. It runs with a VoIP gateway, such as SIPRG.

Siemens Hicom
150H (PBX)

Hicom 150 H is a PBX for small and medium-sized
enterprises, complete with in-built support for all the
requirements associated with an IP-based corporate network.

Siemens euroset
805 S (telephone)

Telephone, used to set up or receive a PSTN call.

Ethernet

100M bps, support TCP(Transmission Control Protocol) /IP
100M network adapter.

Speaker/Micro
phone

Speaker/Micro phone are used as input and output voice.
Table 3 Hardware environment
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Figure 25 Experimental network topology

Figure 25 shows SIMBA with Rhino on PCb, MAS on PCa, NIST-SIP IM client on
PCa and SIPRG on PCc, connected through an Ethernet. A Siemens Hicom 150H
PBX connects with a SIPRG gateway through a QuickNet LanJACK card.

5.2 Experiment design
5.2.1 SIMBA life-cycle management experiment
5.2.1.1 Experiment strategy
The aim of this experiment is to show that a JSLEE (Rhino) can provide life-cycle
management for a SoftBridge application (SIMBA). For the sake of comparison,
SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA without Rhino are involved in this experiment. The
life-cycle management experiment includes deployment, activation, deactivation,
uninstallation and online upgrade. The experimental results of SIMBA with and
without Rhino are compared and analyzed. It is expected to show that advanced
SIMBA with Rhino supports all life-cycle management capabilities.
5.2.1.2 SIMBA deployment and uninstallation in Rhino
This experiment includes SIMBA with Rhino on PCb. Rhino provides a management
web interface to manage the services. SIMBA can be deployed into Rhino through
the deployment web interface, including service jar package, event jar package and
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profile jar package. Using the profile provisioning web interface, the profile of
SIMBA can be created, modified and removed. When SIMBA is in the inactive state,
it can be uninstalled from Rhino through the deployment web interface.
5.2.1.3 SIMBA activation and deactivation in Rhino
After SIMBA is deployed into Rhino successfully, it can be activated through the
service management web interface. An IM client can communicate with a telephone
client through an “active” SIMBA and MAS. SIMBA can also be deactivated through
the service management web interface.
5.2.1.4 SIMBA online upgrade in Rhino
An online upgrade requires that a call in-process does not interrupt during the
upgrade operation. That means a call is already established when the upgrade
operation occurs. The call can continue and terminate as normal. In this experiment,
an old version of SIMBA (called version 1.0) is activated by Rhino and processes the
request from the IM client. After the call is already established, a new version of
SIMBA (called version 1.1) is deployed into Rhino. Through a service management
web interface, version 1.0 is deactivated and version 1.1 is activated. Version 1.1
begins to process the new request and version 1.0 continues to process the call until it
terminates as it normally does. The online upgrade capability can be verified if the
process is successful.
5.2.1.5 Life-cycle management of SIMBA without Rhino
SIMBA without Rhino performs life-cycle management by itself. Through a SIMBA
UI, it can be started and stopped. For the upgrade operation, the operator must stop
the old version and then start the new version. Therefore it cannot keep the
established call going during the upgrade operation.
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5.2.2 SIMBA performance experiment
The aim of the performance experiment is to show that service life-cycle management
with a JSLEE does not cause significant decrease in performance. The performance
experiment includes two test cases: RPS and CPS.
Registrations per second (RPS): Registrations per second is defined as the average
number of successful registrations per second during the measurement interval.
Calls per second (CPS): Calls per second is defined as the average number of calls
per second completed with a 2xx or 4xx response during a measurement interval. For
a SIMBA test case, a single call includes both the INVITE and corresponding BYE
transaction.
5.2.2.1 Performance experiment strategy
Both SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA without Rhino are involved in this experiment.
By comparing the performance results of implementing an experiment under each
system, no significant performance difference is expected to exist between SIMBA
with Rhino and SIMBA without Rhino even though SIMBA with Rhino performs a
bit worse than SIMBA without Rhino.
To determine the RPS and CPS values, the request rate is increased by 10 (10, 20, 30,
40…) until the successful registration or call probability decreases to 95% that is
generally accepted as the benchmark of evaluating RPS and CPS for carrier grade
requirements [43]. To each request rate, the test is carried out five times and the value
is determined by the average of five time test result.
A statistical approach, t-test, is used to compute the significance of the performance
variance between these two systems. Even though the t-test does not offer a definitive
measure, it does provide a good idea of the significance of relationships. The t-test is
typically used to compare the means of two populations [52]. Therefore, to compare
the variance of the CPS and RPS of two systems, SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA
without Rhino, t-test takes the responsibility.
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5.2.2.2 RPS experiment
This experiment includes an IM Simulator on PCa and SIMBA with Rhino on PCb or
SIMBA without Rhino on PCa. The register request rate (per second) from the IM
simulator to SIMBA is increased by 10 (10, 20, 30, 40…). The numbers of successful
or failed registrations are recorded. When the successful registrations probability
decreases to 95%, the value of RPS is determined. The experiment is shown in Figure
26.

Figure 26 RPS experiment

Figure 26 shows that an IM simulator sends an increasing number of REGISTER
requests (per second) to SIMBA and gets successful responses from SIMBA.
5.2.2.3 CPS experiment
This experiment (as shown in Figure 27) includes an IM simulator on PCa, a SIP
UAS simulator (Sipp) on PCc, SIMBA with Rhino on PCb or SIMBA without Rhino
on PCa. The call request rate (per second) from the IM simulator to SIMBA is
increased by 10 (10, 20, 30, 40…). SIMBA then sets up the call to the SIP UAS
simulator at the same increasing rate. A completed call includes both the INVITE and
corresponding BYE transaction. The call holding time, after successful INVITE
transaction is set to zero and the BYE transaction follows successful INVITE
transaction immediately. The media transmissions are discarded. The number of
successful or failed calls is displayed through the UI of Sipp (as shown in Figure 28).
When the successful call probability decreases to 95%, the value of RPS is
determined.
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Figure 27 CPS experiment

Figure 27 shows that an IM simulator sends an increasing number of MESSAGE
requests (per second) to SIMBA, which cause the same number of SIP calls to Sipp
UAS simulator.

Figure 28 Sipp UI

Figure 28 shows that Sipp UI displays the number of successful INVITE transactions
and BYE transactions, therefore, the successful and failed call numbers can be easily
viewed. The interval between INVITE transaction and BYE transaction is set to zero.
5.2.2.4 T-test procedure
In order to compare the performance tests with and without the JSLEE, a standard ttest is performed. Assume that the null hypothesis is H0: µ1=µ2, whereby µ1 is the
mean performance of CPS or RPS of SIMBA with Rhino and µ2 is the mean
performance of CPS or RPS of SIMBA without Rhino. This equation means that
there is no significant variation between the performance of CPS or RPS of SIMBA
with Rhino and without Rhino. Meanwhile, a one-sided alternative hypothesis H1:
µ1<µ2 is assumed because SIMBA with Rhino will have little negative influence on
the performance. Thus the significance level t of the performance variance of the two
systems can be expressed as [52]:
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t=

µ1 − µ 2
s ⋅ 1 n1 + 1 n2

where s is obtained from s2, the pooled estimate of the variance and calculated as:
n1

s2 =

n2

2
2
∑ ( xi − µ 1 ) + ∑ ( y i − µ 1 )
1

1

(n1 − 1) + (n2 − 1)

and

s = s2

where the samples in group x and group y individually represent the values as to the
performance of SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA without Rhino. For example, the
CPS values of five tests in SIMBA with Rhino are set as the samples of group x,
while the samples in group y are the CPS values of five tests in SIMBA without
Rhino. n1, n2 is the number of samples in group x and group y, and µ1, µ2 refers to the
respective mean performance of group x and group y. Moreover, it is customary to
carry out this one-way experiment at the 5% level of significance ( α = 0.05 ) and the
degree of freedom is calculated as df = (n1 − 1) + (n2 − 1) = 8 . Thus we can get
tα 2 = t 0.025 = 2.306 for 8 df from table in [52].

According to the t-test principle, when the resultant t value is within (-2.306, 2.306),
H0 is accepted and the performances of SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA without
Rhino do not have significant variance. Vice versa, if the calculated t is out of the
range, the two systems have significant variance in terms of performance.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the experimental design of SIMBA evaluation is described in detail,
including software and hardware environments, the service life-cycle experiment
design and the performance experiment design. For the sake of comparison, SIMBA
with Rhino (a JSLEE representation) and SIMBA without Rhino are involved in the
experiments. The life-cycle management experiment is used to show that Rhino is
able to provide life-cycle management to SIMBA, including deployment, activation,
deactivation, uninstallaton and online upgrade. The performance experiment is used
to show that service life-cycle management capabilities provided by Rhino do not
cause a significant decrease in performance.
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Chapter 6

DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS

This chapter details how the experimental data is collected, including SIMBA lifecycle management and performance experiments. The experimental data is displayed
in tabular form. Using these tables and figures, the experimental results are analyzed.

6.1 SIMBA life-cycle management experimental data
6.1.1 Deployment and uninstallation in Rhino
Through the Rhino deployment web interface, SIMBA service jar package, event jar
package and profile jar package are installed into Rhino (as shown in Figure 29).
After successful deployment, the jar files of SIMBA are removed from Rhino (as
shown in Figure 30). The figures show that Rhino is able to deploy and uninstall
SIMBA.

Figure 29 Deploy SIMBA into Rhino

Figure 29 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows the deployed units in Rhino.
These units with a circle are the jar packages of SIMBA, including event, profile and
service jar packages.
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Figure 30 Uninstall SIMBA from Rhino

Figure 30 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. Comparing with figure 28, the number of
deployed units decreases from 5 to 2. It shows those deployed units of SIMBA have
been removed from Rhino after the uninstallation operation.

6.1.2 Activation and deactivation in Rhino
Through the Rhino service management web interface, SIMBA is activated and is
ready to process the request from the IM client (as shown in Figure 31). After the
successful activation, SIMBA is deactivated through the Rhino service management
web interface (as shown in Figure 32). The figures show that Rhino is able to activate
and deactivate SIMBA.

Figure 31 Activate SIMBA in Rhino

Figure 31 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows that the state of SIMBA is
“active” after the activation operation. “Active” SIMBA is ready to perform the
bridging service between IM client users and telephone users.

Figure 32 Deactivate SIMBA in Rhino

Figure 32 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows that the state of SIMBA is
“inactive” after the deactivation operation.
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6.1.3 Online upgrade in Rhino
Through the Rhino service management web interface, SIMBA 1.0 is activated. It
received the request from the IM user “tao” and set up a call to the telephone user
“Bill”. When the user “tao” and “Bill” are in “talking” state, SIMBA 1.1 is activated
and SIMBA 1.0 is deactivated through the Rhino service management web interface
(as shown in Figure 33). The call between user “tao” and “Bill” is not interrupted and
ended as normal. When a new request from user “tao” is sent, SIMBA 1.1 began to
process it. The experimental result shows that SIMBA is able to be upgraded during
runtime without call interruption.

Figure 33 Online upgrade SIMBA in Rhino

Figure 33 is a capture of the Rhino web UI. It shows the online upgrade operation.
Through the Rhino service management web interface, the state of SIMBA 1.0 and 1.1
can be checked (refer to Figure 31 and Figure 32) after the online upgrade operation.

6.1.4 Life-cycle management of SIMBA without Rhino
SIMBA without Rhino is started and stopped through its UI (as shown in Figure 34
and Figure 35). For the upgrade operation, the old SIMBA must be stopped and then
the new one started. The call in the old version cannot be kept going during the
upgrade operation.

Figure 35 Stop SIMBA without a JSLEE

Figure 34 Start SIMBA without a JSLEE

Figure 34 and 35 are captures of SIMBA without Rhino. They show that SIMBA
without Rhino starts and stops through its user interface.
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6.1.5 The experimental results of SIMBA life-cycle management
In the life-cycle management experiment, a comparison between SIMBA with a
JSLEE (Rhino) and SIMBA without a JSLEE (Rhino) is shown in Table 4.
Life-cycle management

SIMBA with a JSLEE

SIMBA without JSLEE

capabilities

(Rhino)

(Rhino)

Deployment

Yes

No

Uninstallation

Yes

No

Activation

Yes

Yes

Deactivation

Yes

Yes

Online upgrade

Yes

No

Table 4 Comparison between SIMBA with a JSLEE and without a JSLEE

SIMBA with a JSLEE supports all five features of life-cycle management capability.
However, SIMBA without a JSLEE only supports two features. A JSLEE provides a
SIMBA execution and management environment. Therefore, SIMBA can be
deployed, uninstalled, activated and deactivated in the JSLEE.

Compared with

SIMBA with a JSLEE, SIMBA without a JSLEE is not supported by a service
execution and management environment, therefore it only supports activation and
deactivation features.
During an online upgrade, a JSLEE enables SIMBA to be upgraded during execution
and the call in “connected” state keeps going without corruption during the upgrade.
However SIMBA without a JSLEE must stop the old version and then start the new
version. The call in “connected” state is corrupted because of stopping the old version.
Therefore SIMBA without a JSLEE does not support online upgrade.
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6.2 SIMBA performance experimental data
6.2.1 RPS experimental results
The RPS experimental data of SIMBA both with and without Rhino is shown in
Table 5. For SIMBA with Rhino, when the number of Registration Attempts per
Second (RAPS) increases to 120, the probability of successful registrations decreases
to 93.5%. This is the first instance where the value is less than 95%, the benchmark
for acceptable RPS in carrier grade requirements [43]. The RPS value of SIMBA with
Rhino is therefore determined to be 110 where the probability of successful
registration is 96.5%. For SIMBA without Rhino, the RPS value is 120 where the
probability of successful registration is 95.5%. The RPS experimental data from 10 to
90 is not shown in Table 5 because all the probability values of successful registration
are 100%. The change of successful RPS with the increasing RAPS is shown in
Figure 36, including both SIMBA with and without Rhino.
Registration Attempts
per Second (RAPS)
the mean value SIMBA with
of five tests
Rhino
(successful
SIMBA
registrations) without Rhino

100

110

120

130

140

150

98.6

106.2

112.2

118.2

125.2

128.4

107

114.6

120.8

127.6

132.8

96.5%

93.5%

90.9%

89.4%

85.6%

97.3%

95.5%

92.9%

91.1%

88.5%

99
the probability SIMBA with
of successful
Rhino
98.6%
registrations
SIMBA
without Rhino 99%

Table 5 RPS experimental data
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Figure 36 Successful RPS comparison between with and without Rhino

The square mark shows the change of successful RPS with the increasing of RAPS in
SIMBA with Rhino. The triangle mark shows the change of successful RPS with the
increasing of RAPS in SIMBA without Rhino. The RPS change of SIMBA with Rhino
is close to that of SIMBA without Rhino.

6.2.2 CPS experimental results
The CPS experimental data of SIMBA both with and without Rhino is shown in
Table 6. For SIMBA with Rhino, when the number of Call Attempts per Second
(CAPS) increases to 120, the probability of successful calls decreases below 95% to
93%. 95% that is the benchmark for acceptable CPS in carrier grade requirements
[43]. The CPS value of SIMBA with Rhino is therefore determined to be 110 where
the probability of successful calls is 98.9%. For SIMBA without Rhino, the CPS
value is 120 where the probability of successful calls is 96.2%. The change of
successful CPS with the increasing of CAPS is shown in Figure 37, including SIMBA
both with and without Rhino.
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Call attempts per second
(CAPS)
the mean
SIMBA with
value of five Rhino
tests(success SIMBA
ful calls)
without Rhino
the
SIMBA with
probability Rhino
of successful SIMBA
calls
without Rhino

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

79.2

88.6

97.2

108.8

111.6

113

115.6

79.6

89.2

98.8

109

115.4

116.4

117

99%

98.4%

97.2%

98.9%

93%

86.9%

82.5%

99.5%

99%

98.8%

99.1%

96.2%

89.5%

84%

Table 6 CPS experimental data
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Figure 37 Successful CPS comparison between with and without Rhino

The square mark shows the change of successful CPS with the increasing of CAPS in
SIMBA with Rhino. The triangle mark shows the change of successful CPS with the
increasing of CAPS in SIMBA without Rhino. The CPS change of SIMBA with Rhino
is close to that of SIMBA without Rhino.

6.2.3 T-test calculation
Based on the data samples of RPS and CPS in Appendix I and the t-value-calculation
formulas in section 5.2.2.4, the significance level t of the variation of the two systems
(SIMBA with and without Rhino) for RPS and CPS can be computed. To calculate
the significance level for RPS, RAPS is selected from 100 to 150 because all the RPS
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values of the two systems are the same as the RAPS value, when RAPS ranges from
10 to 90. Moreover, since the RPS value is determined when RAPS reaches 120,
three more increases of RAPS are tested to ensure the RPS value was properly
identified. As can be seen, it is no use to continue the experiment after RAPS is 150.
The same explanation holds can be explained for the calculation of CPS by confining
CAPS between 80 and 140.
Registration Attempts
per Second (RAPS)
Significance level RPS
“t” of SIMBA with
and without Rhino CPS

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

0.2857 0.2676 0.5926 0.4371 0.3935 0.451
0.8944 0.7746 0.8835 0.343

0.9435 0.8675 0.2406

Table 7 t-test results of RPS and CPS

Table 7 shows that all the effective values of significance level t are in the range of 2.306 and 2.306. According to the t-test statistical theory in section 5.2.2.4 and the
analysis in the proceeding paragraph, this means that there is no significant variance
between SIMBA with Rhino and SIMBA without Rhino in terms of RPS and CPS
when RAPS is selected discretely from 10 to 150 and CAPS from 10 to 140.

6.2.4 Performance experimental results analysis
RPS and CPS experimental results show that SIMBA without a JSLEE performs a bit
better than SIMBA with a JSLEE because SIMBA with JSLEE has to do extra
operations on calls. For instance, the CPS of SIMBA with a JSLEE is 110 and CPS of
SIMBA without a JSLEE is 120. However, as shown in t-test experimental results,
even if the SIMBA with JSLEE has some negative effect on performance, the
performance variation of the two systems is low and acceptable. That is, the SIMBA
life-cycle management capability, which is provided by a JSLEE (Rhino), does not
have a significant negative influence on the performance of call processing.
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter, SIMBA life-cycle management experiment date is collected. It shows
that a JSLEE (Rhino) can provide life-cycle management for SIMBA, including
deploying, uninstalling, activating, deactivating and online upgrading SIMBA. The
performance experimental results, which include RPS and CPS, show that SIMBA
life-cycle management will not cause a significant decrease on the performance of
call processing when it is provided by a JSLEE. In the same way, the applications of
life-cycle management to other IP communication applications can be carried out in a
JSLEE as well.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The evaluation suggests that a JSLEE is able to provide life-cycle management for
SIMBA. Then the results indicate that approach of using Application Server (JSLEE)
integration should be sufficiently general to provide life cycle management, and
indeed other carrier grade capabilities, for other IP communication applications..
Finally, the future work of this research considers other carrier grade characteristics,
such as fault tolerance and overload balance.

7.1 Conclusion
The main aim of this thesis is to provide carrier grade characteristics for IP
communication applications with regard to service life-cycle management. This thesis
focuses on five features of the life-cycle management: deployment, activation,
deactivation, uninstallation and online upgrade of IP communication applications.
This is done by using a SoftBridge application as an example of IP communication
applications.
Then the work related to providing life-cycle management for IP communication
applications was reviewed. We studied several projects, in which the life-cycle
management was considered for IP-Telecommunication applications but only limited
to their own services. Thus, it cannot be applied to general IP communication
applications. Moreover, an Application Server in an NGN is able to provide the
creation, execution and management environments for service life-cycle management.
As an open service API for an NGN, JAIN provides a JSLEE that implements the
function of an Application Server, for carrying out the life-cycle management of IPTelecommunication applications. Parlay, on the other hand, does not explicitly
address services life-cycle management. The work related to the SoftBridge was also
reviewed. However, most of the related work was not explicitly concerned with
service life-cycle management.
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Therefore an Application Server is proposed to provide life-cycle management for IP
communication applications in this thesis. Using a JSLEE as a representation of an
Application Server and a SoftBridge application as an example of IP communication
applications, this thesis shows how an IP communication application can be deployed,
activated, deactivated, uninstalled and upgraded online in a JSLEE.
Two methodologies are applied in this thesis: exploratory prototyping in the
development of a SoftBridge application and comparison in an empirical evaluation
of the SoftBridge application with regard to life-cycle management.
A SoftBridge application, called SIMBA, has been built upon an open JAIN-SIP
Proxy according to the service development mode of the JSLEE specification.
Although the Deaf Telephony service is similar to a previous Deaf Telephony
SoftBridge [26], SIMBA’s SoftBridge design and implementation are unique to this
thesis. The JAIN-SIP Proxy system acts as a SIP proxy, registrar and presence server
and SIMBA implements bridging between text and voice on the JAIN-SIP Proxy.
SIMBA enables a text-based IM client to communicate seamlessly with an IP phone,
a telephone or a cellular phone. SIMBA can be packaged into deployable Jars and
deployed into Rhino, which acts as a JSLEE and provides life-cycle management for
SIMBA.
An empirical evaluation of SIMBA is carried out. SIMBA is used as an example of a
SoftBridge application and Rhino is used as the implementation of a JSLEE in the
experiment. In comparison, SIMBA with and without Rhino are evaluated in a
service life-cycle management experiment and a performance experiment. The
service life-cycle management experimental results show that SIMBA can be
deployed, uninstalled, activated, deactivated and upgraded online in Rhino through
the Rhino web management interface. The performance results show that SIMBA
life-cycle management capability, which is provided by Rhino, does not have a
significant negative influence on the performance of call processing.
In conclusion, a JSLEE, one representation of an Application Server, is able to
provide life-cycle management for an IP-based SoftBridge application, including the
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deployment, activation, deactivation, uninstallation and online upgrading of the
SoftBridge application.
It can be implied as well that if one of carrier grade characteristics, such as life-cycle
management, can be applied to a SoftBridge application through a JSLEE, so could
the other characteristics. This is reasonable because a JSLEE acts as an Application
Server that supports most carrier grade characteristics, such as service life-cycle
management, fault tolerance, overload balance and control, trace, alarm and so on.
Furthermore, since the carrier grade characteristics can be successfully applied to one
IP communication application, such as an IP-based SoftBridge application-SIMBA,
they can be applied to general IP communication applications. This is because a
JSLEE is a representation of open Application Server, and it is applicable to all IP
communication applications rather than some specified applications. Thus, what can
be implied is that carrier grade characteristics can be provided for all IP
communication applications via an Application Server.
Notably, as described above, an Application Server in an NGN is used as the key
approach to implement the introduction of carrier grade characteristics to IP
communication applications.

7.2 Future work
The current SIMBA only supports a basic bridging service between a Deaf user with
an IM client and a hearing user with a telephone. Future work should address more
service features. This thesis focuses on service life-cycle management capabilities,
therefore, other carrier grade characteristics, such as fault tolerance, overload balance
and call process capability, should be addressed in future work.

7.2.1 Services by SIMBA
SIMBA should cooperate with more SIP/SIMPLE products and provide more
bridging service features, such as call forwarding and multi-modal conferencing.
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Cooperation test with more SIP/SIMPLE products

SIMBA was successfully tested with the NIST-SIP IM client and the JAIN-SIP proxy.
It should support more SIP/SIMPLE products, such as Microsoft Windows
Messenger, Siemens UA, and Cisco UA. However some SIMPLE-based IM clients
support session-mode messaging, therefore SIMBA should add the feature of sessionmode messaging and support more IM clients.
Call forwarding feature

SIMBA can bridge between a telephone and an IM client, allowing seamless
communication. If the telephone is busy, SIMBA sends a “busy” prompt message to
the IM client. The feature of call forwarding allows SIMBA to forward the call to
other terminals of the called user, such as cellular phone or SIP phone. If all of them
are not available, the system can send an e-mail or SMS to the called user.
Conferencing feature

The conference feature allows more than two users to join in a conference using
various end user equipments, such as an IM client, SIP client, PDA, telephone and
cellular phone. SIMBA does not currently support this advanced feature.

7.2.2 The issue of carrier grade characteristics for SIMBA
Besides service life-cycle management, more carrier grade characteristics, such as
fault tolerance, overload balance and control, should be put into SIMBA.
Fault tolerance

The current system runs as a single node. If it is down abnormally, the call in-process
will be lost. Fault tolerance allows the system to run with multiple nodes in the
cluster. It can detect node failures and automatically forward the request to other
nodes. Therefore a call in-process can be kept although some nodes fail. Future work
should consider enabling SIMBA to support fault tolerance in a JSLEE.
Overload balance and control

An overload balance feature would enable SIMBA to allocate incoming calls to
different nodes according to its allocation strategies. New nodes can be dynamically
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added to a running cluster. An overload control feature would allow SIMBA to reject
incoming calls in the case of an overload, to process in-progress calls within
acceptable operating parameters and avoid a potential failure due to an overload.
Future work should consider enabling SIMBA to support overload balance and
control in a JSLEE.

7.3 Summary
In this chapter, the entire thesis is first reviewed to reach a conclusion that the carrier
grade characteristics can be provided for IP communication applications by using a
JSLEE as an Application Server. Then the future work is described with regard to
two main aspects: more services provided by SIMBA, such as call forwarding and
multi-modal conferencing, and more carrier grade characteristics, such as fault
tolerance, overload control and balance.
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Appendix I
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Table 8 Sample data of RPS
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Table 9 Sample data of CPS
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Appendix II

Technical Specification

ProxyHop

RequestValidation

SipProxy

RequestForwarding

ResponseForwarding

Figure 38 Class diagram of the Proxy class package

ExpiresTask

Proxy

SipRegistrar

Registration

RegistrationsTable

Figure 39 Class diagram of the Registrar class package
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PresentityManager

Proxy

SipPresence

Subscriber

Registration

Figure 40 Class diagram of the Presence server class package

Proxy

PhoneCallTable

BridgeManager

PhoneCallTable

SipCommunictor

Figure 41 Class diagram of the Bridging class package

SipManager

BridgeManager

SipCommunicator

CallStateEvent

Call

Figure 42 Class diagram of the Communicator class package
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MediaAdapterServlet

MediaManager

AudioTransmitter

TTSEngine

AudioReceiver

Figure 43 Class diagram in Media Adapter Server class package
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